Abstract. We study notions of robustness of Markov kernels and probability distribution of a system that is described by n input random variables and one output random variable. Markov kernels can be expanded in a series of potentials that allow to describe the system's behaviour after knockouts. Robustness imposes structural constraints on these potentials.
Introduction
In this article we study a notion of robustness with tools from algebraic geometry. This work has been initiated in [1] . Connections to algebraic geometry have already been addressed in [6] . We consider n input nodes, denoted by 1, 2, . . . , n, and one output node, denoted by 0. For each i = 0, 1, . . . , n the state of node i is a discrete random variable X i taking values in the finite set X i of cardinality d i . The joint state space is the setX = X 0 × X 1 × · · · × X n . For any subset S ⊆ {0, . . . , n} write X S for the random vector (X i ) i∈S ; then X S is a random variable with values in X S = × i∈S X i . For any x ∈X, the restriction of x to a subset S ⊆ {0, . . . , n} is the vector x| S ∈ X S with (x| S ) i = x i for all i ∈ S .
We study two possible models for the computation of the output from the input: The first model is a stochastic map (Markov kernel) κ from X [n] to X 0 , that is, κ is a function κ : X [n] × X 0 → [0, 1], (x, y) → κ(x; y) , satisfying y∈X 0 κ(x; y) = 1 for all x. The second model is a joint probability distribution p of the random vector (X 0 , X [n] ). These two models are related as follows: The joint probability distribution p of (X 0 , X [n] ) can be factorized as
p(y, x) = p(y|x)p in (x), for all (y, x) ∈X,
where p in is the distribution of the input nodes and p(y|x) is a conditional distribution, which need not be unique. Each possible choice of this conditional distribution defines a Markov kernel κ(x; y) := p(y|x). Conversely, when a Markov kernel κ is given, then any input distribution p in (x) defines a joint distribution p(x, y) = p in (x)κ(x; y).
The result of our analysis will not depend too much on the precise form of the input distribution; it will turn out that only the support supp(p in ) := {x ∈ X : p in (x) > 0} is important. Similarly, in the analysis of the kernels, there will also be a set S of "relevant inputs" that will play an important role. We study robustness with respect to knockouts of some of the input nodes [n] in both models. When a subset S of the input nodes is knocked out, and only the nodes in R = [n] \ S remain, then the behaviour of the system changes. Without further assumptions, the post-knockout function is not determined by κ and has to be specified. We therefore consider a further stochastic map κ R : X R × X 0 → [0, 1] as model of the post-knockout function. A complete specification of the function is given by the family (κ A ) A⊆ [n] of all possible post-knockout functions, which we refer to as functional modalities. As a shorthand notation we denote functional modalities as (κ A ). The Markov kernel κ itself, which describes the normal behaviour of the system without knockouts, can be identified with κ [n] .
What does it mean for a stochastic map to be robust? Assume that the input is in state x, and that we knock out a set S of inputs. Denoting the remaining set of inputs by R, we say that (κ A ) is robust in x = (x R , x S ) against knockout of S , if (1) κ(x R , x S ; x 0 ) = κ R (x R ; x 0 ) for all x 0 ∈ X 0 .
If R is a collection of subsets of [n] and if (κ A ) is robust in x against knockout of [n] \ R for all R ∈ R, then we say that (κ A ) is R-robust in x. In Section 2, we consider Gibbs representations of functional modalities and derive structural constraints on corresponding interaction potentials that are imposed by robustness properties. These constraints do not depend on the configuration x in which the functional modalities are assumed to be robust. Similar to the case of Markov kernels, the joint probability distribution p does not allow to predict the behaviour of a perturbed system. Nevertheless, we can ask whether it is at all possible that the behaviour of the system is robust against a given knockout of S . Let p in be an input distribution, and let (κ A ) be the functional modalities of the system. If (κ A ) is robust against knockout of S in x for all x ∈ supp(p in ), then X 0 is stochastically independent from X S given X R (with respect to the joint probability distribution p(x 0 , x in ) = p in (x in )κ(x in ; x 0 )), where R = [n]\S , a fact that will be denoted by X 0 X S | X R . In order to see this, assume x = (x R , x S ) ∈ supp(p in ). Then
On the other hand, if X 0 X S | X R holds for a joint distribution p, then any family (κ A ) with the property that κ A (x A ; x 0 ) = p(x 0 |x A ) whenever p(x A ) > 0 is robust against knockout of S for all x ∈ supp(p in ), where p in is the marginal input distribution. Therefore, we call the joint probability distribution p robust against knockout of S , if X 0 X S | X R . This means that we do not lose information about the output X 0 , if the subset S of the inputs is unknown or hidden (or "knocked out"). Probability distributions that are robust in this sense are studied in Section 3. Section 4 discusses the case that X 0 is a deterministic function of the input nodes. The symmetric case that p is robust against knockout of any set S of cardinality less than n − k is studied in Section 5.
The results about robustness are derived from an algebraic theory of generalized binomial edge ideals, which generalize the binomial edge ideals of [6] and [9] . This theory is presented in Section 6. A Gröbner basis is constructed, and it is shown that these ideals are radical. Finally, a primary decomposition is computed. Similar CI statements have recently been studied in [11] . That work discusses what is called (n − 1)-robustness in Section 5.
Robustness of Markov kernels
Let (κ A ) A⊆ [n] be a collection of functional modalities, as defined in the introduction. Instead of providing a list of all functional modes κ A , one can describe them in more mechanistic terms. In order to illustrate this, we first consider an example which comes from the field of neural networks. In that example, we assume that the output node receives an input x = (x 1 , . . . , x n ) ∈ {−1, +1} n and generates the output +1 with probability κ(x 1 , . . . , x n ; +1) := 1
which implies that for an arbitrary output x 0 κ(x 1 , . . . , x n ; x 0 ) := e
.
This representation of the stochastic map κ has a structure that allows inferring the function after a knockout of a set S of input nodes, by simply removing the contribution of all the nodes in S . In our example (2), the post-knockout function is then given as
where R = [n] \ S . This inference of the post-knockout function is based on the decomposition of the sum that appears in (2) . Such a decomposition is referred to as a Gibbs representation of κ and contains more information than κ. More generally, we consider the following model of (κ A )
where the φ B are functions on X B × X 0 . Clearly, each κ A is strictly positive. Using the Möbius inversion, it is easy to see that each strictly positive family (κ A ) has the representation (3). To this end, we simply set 
The statement follows from the fact that φ B (x| B ; x 0 ) −φ B (x| B ; x 0 ) is independent of x 0 (for fixed x).
Does R-robustness in x imply any structural constraints on (κ A )? In order to answer this question, we restrict attention to the case
If (κ A ) is R k -robust on a set S, then the corresponding conditions imposed by Proposition 1 depend on S. In this section, we are interested in conditions that are independent of S. Such conditions allow to define sets of functional modalities that contain all R k -robust functional modalities for all possible sets S. If the set S (which will be the support of the input distribution in Section 3) is unknown from the beginning, then the system can choose its policy within such a restricted set of functional modalities.
Denote K k the set of all functional modalities (κ A ) such that there exist potentials φ A of the form 
and
for all x B ∈ X B and x 0 ∈ X 0 . Both K k andK k only contain strictly positive kernels. Therefore, we are also interested in the resepective closures of these two families with respect to the usual real topology on the space of matrices. Proof. Assume first that κ A is strictly positive. Define Gibbs potentials using the Möbius inversion (4) . Note that
Together with (4) this gives
depends only on the cardinalities of A and C. The statement follows with the choice
. Then the functional modalities (λ A ) are R k -robust for all x ∈ S, and so are the strictly positive functional modalities (κ ǫ A ) defined via κ ǫ A = (1 − ǫ)κ A + ǫλ A . The statement follows from lim ǫ→0 κ ǫ A = κ A . Example 3. Consider the case of n = 2 binary inputs, X 1 = X 2 = {0, 1}, and let S = {(0, 0), (1, 1)}. Then R 1 -robustness on S means
for all x 0 whenever x 1 = x 2 . By Proposition 1 this translates into the conditions
for all x 0 whenever x 1 = x 2 for the potentials (φ A ) defined via (4). This means: Assuming that (κ A ) is R 1 -robust, it suffices to specify the four functions
The remaining potentials can be deduced from (5) . If only the values of (κ A ) for x ∈ S are needed, then it suffices to specify φ ∅ (x 0 ) and φ {1} (x 1 ; x 0 ).
Even though the families K k andK k do not depend on the set S, the choice of the set S is essential: If the set S is too large, then the conditions (1) imply that the output X 0 is (unconditionally) independent of all inputs. The theory developed in Sections 3 to 5 discusses the constraints on conditionals imposed by the choice of S. In particular, Section 4 gives bounds on the strength of the interaction between the input nodes and the output node for given R and S.
On the other hand, since K k andK k are independent of S, Proposition 2 shows that these two families can be used to construct robust systems, when the input distribution p in is not known a priori (or may change over time) but must be learned by the system.
Robustness and conditional independence
We now study robustness of the joint distribution p of (X 0 , X [n] ). As stated in the introduction, p is called robust against knockout of S if it satisfies X 0 X S | X R , where
. It is not difficult to see that this definition is equivalent to the usual definition of conditional independence [3] . This algebraic formulation makes it possible to study conditional independence with algebraic tools.
In order to formulate the results in higher generality, we will also consider CI statements of the form X 0 X S | X R = y for some S ⊆ [n], R = [n] \ S and y ∈ X R . By definition, this is equivalent to equations (6) for all x 0 , x ′ 0 ∈ X 0 , x S , x ′ S ∈ X S and x R = y. Such a statement models the case that, if the value of the input variables X R is y, then the system does not need to know the remaining variables X S in order to compute its output. Such CI statements naturally generalize canalizing [8] or nested canalizing functions [7] , which have been studied in the context of robustness. The simpler statement X 0 X S | X R corresponds to the special case where
Let R be a collection of pairs (R, y), where R ⊆ [n] and y ∈ X R . Such a collection will be called a robustness specification in the following. A joint distribution is called R-robust if it satisfies all conditional independence (CI) statements
for all (R, y) ∈ R. We denote P R the set of all R-robust probability distributions.
Example 4.
As before, let R k be the set of subsets of [n] of cardinality k or greater. In other words, a probability measure p is R k -robust, if we can knock out any n − k input variables without losing information on the output.
Equations (6) are polynomial equations in the elementary probabilities. They are related to the binomial edge ideals introduced in [6] . The generalized binomial edge ideals will be studied in Section 6. Here, we interpret the algebraic results from the point of view of robustness.
Let X = X 1 × · · · × X n . A robustness specification R induces a graph G R on X, where x, x ′ ∈ X are connected by an edge if and only if there exists (R, y) ∈ R such that the restrictions of x and x ′ to R satisfy x| R = x ′ | R = y. (1) For any x ∈ X \ ∪B there are edges (x, y), (x, z) in G R such that y, z ∈ ∪B are not connected in G R,∪B .
(2) For any x ∈ X \ ∪B the induced subgraph G R,∪B∪{x} has less connected components than G R,∪B .
For any probability distribution p on X, x 0 ∈ X 0 and x ∈ X denotep x the vector with componentsp x (x 0 ) = p(X 0 = x 0 , X [n] = x). Denote suppp := {x ∈ X :p x 0}. For any family B of subsets of X let P B be the set of probability distributions p that satisfy the following two conditions:
(1) suppp = ∪B, (2)p x andp y are proportional, whenever there exists Z ∈ B such that x, y ∈ Z.
It follows from (10) and Theorem 23 that P R equals the disjoint union ∪ B P B , where the union is over all R-robustness structures. Alternatively, P R equals the union ∪ B P B , where the union is over all maximal R-robustness structures.
For any x ∈ X the vectorp x is proportional to the conditional probability distribution
Lemma 6. Let p be a probability distribution, and let B be the set of connected components of G R,suppp . Then p is R-robust if and only if P(·|X
The following lemma sheds light on the structure of P B : Lemma 7. Fix an R-robustness structure B. Then P B consists of all probability measures of the form
where µ is a probability distribution on B and λ Z is a probability distribution on Z for each Z ∈ B and (p Z ) Z∈B is a family of probability distributions on X 0 .
Proof. It is easy to see that p is indeed a probability distribution. By Lemma 6 it belongs to P B . In the other direction, any probability measure can be written as a product
if (x 1 , . . . , x n ) ∈ Z ∈ B, and if p is an R-robust probability distribution, then p Z (x 0 ) := p(x 0 |x 1 , . . . , x n ) depends only on the block Z in which (x 1 , . . . , x n ) lies.
Robust functions
The factorization in Lemma 7 admits the following interpretation:
Proposition 8. Let B be an R-robustness structure. Then the set R B is the set of probability distributions such that
In other words, the sets Z ∈ B determine a partition of the set suppp, which consists of all outcomes of X [n] with non-zero probability under p. Within each block Z the value of X 0 is independent of all inputs. Let R ⊆ [n], and let x, x ′ ∈ X [n] satisfying (R, x| R ) ∈ R and (R, x ′ | R ) ∈ R. If x and x ′ belong to different blocks in B, then x| R x ′ | R . Therefore, the knowledge of the input variables in R is sufficient to determine in which block Z ∈ B we are.
When p or B is fixed we can introduce an additional random variable B that takes values in B. The situation is illustrated by the following graph:
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The arrows from the input variables X 1 , . . . , X n to B are, in fact, deterministic:
Note, however, that the function B is only defined uniquely on ∪B, which is a set of measure one with respect to p. This means that in many cases it is enough to study robustness of functions on X.
Definition 9.
A function f defined on a subset S ⊆ X [n] is R-robust if there exists an R-robustness structure B such that S = ∪B and f is constant on each B ∈ B.
There are two motivations for looking at this kind of functions: First, they occur in the special case of R-robust probability distributions p(X 0 , X 1 , . . . , X n ) such that all conditional probability distributions p(X 0 |x 1 , . . . , x n ) are Dirac measure. Second, as motivated above, we can associate to any R-robust probability distribution p a corresponding function f characterizing the R-robustness structure. In order to reconstruct p it is enough to specify the input distribution p in (X 1 , . . . , X n ) and a set of output distributions {p(X 0 |(X 1 , . . . , X n ) ∈ Z)} Z∈B in addition to the function f : S → B. Note that natural examples of robust functions arise from the study of canalizing functions [8, 7] .
It is natural to ask the following question: Given a certain robustness structure, how much freedom is left to choose a robust function f ? More precisely, how large can the image of f be? Equivalently, how many components can an R-robustness structure B have?
Lemma 10. Let f be an R-robust function. The cardinality of the image of f is bounded from above by
Proof. Suppose without loss of generality that ({1, . . . , r}, y) ∈ R for all y ∈ X [r] Example 11. Suppose that S = X. This means that the R-robustness structure satisfies ∪B = X. We first consider the case that G R is connected. This is fulfilled, for example, if for any k ∈ [n] there exists R ⊆ [n] such that k S and (R, y) ∈ R for all y ∈ X R . In this case an R-robust function f takes only one value. Assume that (R, y) ∈ R implies (R, y ′ ) ∈ R for all y ′ ∈ X R . If G R is not connected, then some input variables may never be knocked out. Let T be the set of these input variables. For every fixed value of X T the function f must be constant. This means that f can have i∈[n]\T d i different values.
Remark (Relation to coding theory). We can interpret X as a set of words over the alphabet [d m ] of length n, where d m = max{d i }. For simplicity assume that all d i are equal. Consider the uniform case R = R k . Then the task is to find a collection of subsets such that any two different subsets have Hamming distance at least k. A related problem appears in coding theory: A code is a subset Y of X and corresponds to the case that each element of B is a singleton. If distinct elements of the code have Hamming distance at least n − k, then a message can be reliably decoded even if only k letters are transmitted correctly.
R k -robustness
In this section we consider the symmetric case R = R k . We fix n and replace any prefix or subscript R by k.
Let k = 0. Any pair (x, y) is an edge in G 0 . This means that B can contain only one set B. There is only one maximal 0-robustness structure, namely B = {X [n] }. The set R 0 is irreducible. This corresponds to the fact that P n is defined by X 0 X [n] .
B is actually a maximal k-robustness structure for any 0 ≤ k ≤ n. This illustrates the fact that the single CI statement X 0 X [n] implies all other CI statements of the form (7). The corresponding set P B contains all probability distributions of P 0 of full support. Now let k = 1. In the case n = 2, we obtain results by Alexander Fink, which can be reformulated as follows [5] : Let n = 2. A 1-robustness structure B is maximal if and only if the following statements hold:
• Each B ∈ B is of the form B = S 1 × S 2 , where S 1 ⊆ X 1 , S 2 ⊆ X 2 .
• For every x 1 ∈ X 1 there exists B ∈ B and x 2 ∈ X 2 such that (x 1 , x 2 ) ∈ B, and conversely. In [5] a different description is given: The block S 1 × S 2 can be identified with the complete bipartite graph on S 1 and S 2 . In this way, every maximal 1-robustness structure corresponds to a collection of complete bipartite subgraphs with vertices in X 1 ∪ X 2 such that every vertex in X 1 resp. X 2 is part of one such subgraph.
This result generalizes in the following way:
Lemma 12. A 1-robustness structure B is maximal if and only if the following statements hold:
• Each B ∈ B is of the form B = S 1 × · · · × S n , where S i ⊆ X i .
• Fix j ∈ [n] and x i ∈ X i for all i ∈ [n], i j. Then there exist x j ∈ X j such that (x 1 , . . . , x n ) ∈ ∪ B∈B B. In other words, whenever n − 1 components of (x 1 , . . . , x n ) are prescribed, there exist an n-th component such that (x 1 , . . . , x n ) ∈ ∪ B∈B B.
Proof. We say that a subset Y of X is connected if G R,Y is connected. Suppose that B is maximal. Let B ∈ B and let S i be the projection of B ⊆ X [n] to X i . Let B ′ = S 1 ×· · ·×S n . Then B ⊆ B ′ . We claim that (B \ {B}) ∪ {B ′ } is another coarser 1-robustness structure. By Definition 5 we need to show that B ′ is connected and that A ∪ B ′ is not connected for all A ∈ B \ {B}. The first condition follows from the fact that B is connected. For the second condition assume to the contrary that there are x ∈ B ′ and y ∈ A such that x = (x 1 , . . . , x n ) and y = (y 1 , . . . , y n ) disagree in at most n − 1 components. Then there exists a common component x l = y l . By construction there exists z = (z 1 , . . . , z n ) ∈ B such that z l = y l = x l , hence A ∪ B is connected, in contradiction to the assumptions. This shows that each B has a product structure.
Write Now assume that B is a 1-robustness structure satisfying the two assertions of the theorem. For any x ∈ X \ ∪B there exists y ∈ ∪B such that x 1 = y 1 , and hence (x, y) is an edge in G 1 . This implies maximality.
The last result can be reformulated in terms of n-partite graphs generalizing [5] : Namely, the 1-robustness structures are in one-to-one relation with the n-partite subgraphs of K d 1 ,...,d n such that every connected component is itself a complete n-partite subgraph K e 1 ,...,e n with e i > 0 for all i ∈ [n]. Here, an n-partite subgraph is a graph which can be coloured by n colours such that no two vertices with the same colour are connected by an edge.
Unfortunately the nice product form of the maximal 1-robustness structures does not generalize to k > 1:
Example 13 (Binary three inputs). If n = 3 and d 1 = d 2 = d 3 = 2 and k = 2, then the graph G R is the graph of the cube. For a maximal 1-robustness structure B the set X \ ∪B can be any one of the following:
• The empty set • A set of cardinality 4 corresponding to a plane leaving two connected components of size 2 • A set of cardinality 4 containing all vertices with the same parity.
• A set of cardinality 3 cutting off a vertex. An example for the last case is B := {{(1, 1, 1)}, {(2, 2, 2), (2, 2, 1), (2, 1, 2), (1, 2, 2)}} .
Only the isolated vertex has a product structure.
Generically, the smaller k, the easier it is to describe the structure of all k-robustness structures. We have seen above that the cases k = 0 and k = 1 are particularly nice. One might expect that all k-robustness structures are also (k + 1)-robustness structures for all k. Unfortunately, this is not true in general:
Example 14. Consider n = 4 binary random variables X 1 , . . . , X 4 . Then B := {{ (1, 1, 1, 1), (2, 2, 1, 1 )}, {(1, 2, 2, 2), (2, 1, 2, 2)}} is a maximal 2-robustness structure. Both elements of B are ∼ 2 -connected, but not ∼ 3 -connected.
The following two lemmas relate k-robustness to l robustness for l > k: Proof. The statements (7) for k imply the same statements of l, so P B is a closed subset of P l . Thus P B lies in one irreducible subset P B ′ of P l . The statement now follows from Lemma 22. 
Generalized binomial edge ideals
We refer to [2] for an introduction to the algebraic terminology that is used in this section.
Let X be a finite set, d 0 > 1 an integer, and denoteX = X 0 × X. Fix a field R. Consider the polynomial ring R = R[p x : x ∈X] with |X| unknowns p x indexed byX. For all i, j ∈ X 0 and all x, y ∈ X let
For any graph G on X the ideal I G in R generated by the binomials f i j xy for all i, j ∈ X 0 and all edges (x, y) in G is called the d 0 th binomial edge ideal of G over R. This is a direct generalization of [6] and [9] , where the same ideals have been considered in the special case d 0 = 2.
Choose a total order > on X (e.g. choose a bijection X [|X|]). This induces a lexicographic monomial order, that will also be denoted by >, via
A Gröbner basis for I G with respect to this order can be constructed using the following definitions:
Definition 17. A path π : x = x 0 , x 1 , . . . , x r = y from x to y in X is called admissible if (i) x k x ℓ for k ℓ, and x < y; (ii) for each k = 1, . . . , r − 1 either x k < x or x k > y; (iii) for any proper subset {y 1 , . . . , y s } of {x 1 , . . . , x r−1 }, the sequence x, y 1 , . . . , y s , y is not a path.
κ is strictly π-antitone if it is π-antitone and satisfies κ(0) > κ(r).
The notion of π-antitonicity also applies to paths which are not necessarily admissible. However, since admissible paths are injective (i.e. they only pass at most once at each vertex), we may write κ(ℓ) in the admissible case, instead of κ(s), if ℓ = π(s).
For any x < y, any admissible path π : x = x 0 , x 1 , . . . , x r = y from x to y and any π-antitone function κ associate the monomial 
. . , y s be a minimal subpath of π with respect to the property that the restriction of κ to τ is not τ-antitone. This means that κ is τ 0 -antitone and τ s -antitone, where τ 0 = y 1 , . . . , y s and τ s = y 0 , . . . , y s−1 . Assume without loss of generality that y 0 < y s , otherwise reverse τ. The minimality implies that κ(y 0 ) < κ(y s ). It follows that τ is admissible: By minimality, if
Then κ is τ-antitone, and ini < (u κ τ f κ(y s )κ(y 0 ) y 0 y s ) divides u κ π . Proof of Theorem 18. The proof is organized in three steps.
Step 1 The case B ∅ can be treated similarly.
Step 2: G is a Gröbner basis of I G . Let π : x 0 , . . . , x r and σ : y 0 , . . . , y s be admissible paths in G with x 0 < x r and y 0 < y s , and let κ and µ be π-and σ-antitone. By Buchberger's criterion we need to show that the S -pairs s :
. S is homogeneous with respect to the multidegrees given by Let S ′ be the reduction of S modulo G. Step 3: G is reduced. Let π : x 0 , . . . , x r and σ : y 0 , . . . , y s be admissible paths in G with x 0 < x r and y 0 < y s , and let κ and µ be π-and σ-antitone. Since I G is radical, in order to compute the primary decomposition of the ideal it is enough to compute the minimal primes. We are mainly interested in the irreducible decomposition of the variety V G of I G in the case of characteristic zero. While the basic arguments remain true for finite base fields there is no relation between the primary decomposition of an ideal and the irreducible decomposition of its variety, since the irreducible decomposition consists of all closed points in this case. The following definition is needed: Two vectors v, w (living in the same R-vector space) are proportional whenever v = λw or w = λv for some λ ∈ R. A set of vectors is proportional if each pair is proportional. Since λ = 0 is allowed, proportionality is not transitive: If v and w are proportional and if u and v are proportional, then we can conclude that u and w must be proportional only if v 0.
We now study the solution variety V G of I G , which is a subset of R X 0 ×X . As usual, elements of R X 0 ×X will be denoted with the same symbol p = (p ix ) i∈X 0 ,x∈X as the unknowns in the polynomial ring R = R[p ix : (i, x) ∈ X 0 × X]. Such a p can be written as a d 0 × |X|-matrix. Each binomial equation in I G imposes conditions on this matrix saying that certain submatrices have rank 1. For a fixed edge (x, y) in G the equations f i j xy = 0 for all i, j ∈ X 0 require that the submatrix ( p kz ) k∈X 0 ,z∈{x,y} has rank one. More generally, if K ⊆ X is a clique (i.e. a complete subgraph), then the submatrix (p kz ) k∈X 0 ,z∈K has rank one. This means that all columns of this submatrix are proportional. The columns of p will be denoted byp x , x ∈ X. A point p lies in V G if and only ifp x andp y are proportional for all edges (x, y) of G.
Even if the graph G is connected, not all columnsp x must be proportional to each other, since proportionality is not a transitive relation. Instead, there are "blocks" of columns such that all columns within one block are proportional.
For any p ∈ R X 0 ×X let G p be the subgraph of G induced by suppp := {x ∈ X :p x 0}. We have shown:
• A point p lies in V G if and only ifp x andp y are proportional whenever x, y ∈ suppp lie in the same connected component of G p . For any subset Y ⊆ X denote G Y the subgraph of G induced by Y. Let V G,Y be the set of all p ∈ R X 0 ×X for whichp x = 0 for all x ∈ X \ Y and for whichp x andp y are proportional whenever x, y ∈ X lie in the same connected component of G Y . Then Proof. First, assume that R is algebraically closed. By (10) and Lemma 21 it suffices to show that the condition on Y stated in the theorem characterizes the maximal sets V G,Y in the union (10) (with respect to inclusion). This follows from Lemma 22.
If R is not algebraically closed, then one can argue as follows: By [4] a binomial ideal has a binomial primary decomposition over some extension fieldR = R[α 1 , . . . , α k ]. The algebraic numbers α 1 , . . . , α k are coefficients of the defining equations of the primary components. Let C be the algebraic closure of R. Since the ideals I G,Y are defined by pure differences and since the ideals C ⊗ I G,Y are the primary components of C ⊗ I G,Y in C ⊗ R it follows that the ideals I G,Y are already the primary components of I G (in other words, the primary decomposition is independent of the base field).
Remark (Comparison to [6] ). Theorems 18 and 23 are generalizations of Theorems 2.1 and 3.2 from [6] . While Theorem 2.1 in [6] was proved with a case by case analysis, the proof of Theorem 18 is much more conceptual. The proof of Theorem 23 relied on the irreducible decomposition of the corresponding variety. On the other hand, the proof of Theorem 3.2 in [6] directly proves the equality of the two ideals.
